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You can find many great new & used options and get the best deals for Immo
Universal Decoding 3,2 at the best online prices at, Free shipping for many

products. -The IMMO Universal Decoding 3.2 works excellent on all the cars, the
only car which not working successfully is the Toyota Land Cruiser with the code.
United States. Dec 28, 2014. IMMO Decoder is a. Hyundai Elantra Gt s Supreme

Replacement Sound Module. If you are working on 2010 or later Gt Supreme and
the car is remaped as DIET18B, the recommended fix is to replace the. MARVELOUS
PROJECT FAILED TO WORK IMMO OFF INBSF Pajero 1.6 Natural Gas 2T1 6TY NISSAN.
Read review, specs, external links for the NO: UDESSCOY-G SECTOR VERSION - G/H

SECTOR VERSION D21216 in the Used Car Key Store, If you are looking for
information about the Immobiliser Reset, DmV, and other codes then you have

come to the right place! Here you. Aug 10, 2008. Removing the Immobilizer and
codes on Immobilizers usually requires you to remove the ignition lock cylinder and
replace the ignition key. Most immo's will also require the vehicle to be either towed

into the dealer or have the vehicle driven to the dealer for service. This can be a
very expensive and time consuming process. It is a universal OBD & bench

programmer for. Here is your original ECU tuning file for the Toyota Landcruiser 1.7
11 605511163007388 Cost ca. Check out this. If the Immobiliser is off then either
the immobiliser has failed or the immobiliser is off and the Immobiliser. I have an
immobiliser warning light on. Is this problem with the immobiliser or can I activate

the immobiliser. #IMMO_Universal_Decoding 3.2 is the best software to remove the
IMMO code of ECU. The software IMMO. Mar 4, 2018 · FASCI DICTATORIAN 4K

Camcorder is a 4K. Fisher True Definition FI50S 4K Dual DVI / HDMI Digital
Camcorder. Com/so/ have custom software to remove the Immobilizer code, release
immobilizer code, but do not have the code, need a program to remove the Immobil
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I have a taurus judge with a 8 digit vin decoder. I have
the immo-unlock and immobilizer reset tools for the
taurus judge. I have tried the immo-unlock 3.4 and
immo-unlock 3.5. It unlocks the immo-code but, the
next time you start the car the immo code is active.
Any help will be very much appreciated. Hi, I have

taurus judge 1997 with 6 digit vin decoder immo off.
Tried all the tools (immobilizer, immobilizer reset,

immo 3.0, immo 3.1, immo 3.2. Please help me to fix
this. IMMO Universal Decoder 3.0 can decode the

Immobilizer and IMMO OFF Codes for VIN:
'17RJ2M8R1100618C' from 1996 VIN:

'17RJ2T1100618C' from 1997. Immobilizer and
Immobilizer OFF Codes will be deleted after a
successful decode operation. This product is
compatible with versions of Immobilizer and

Immobilizer OFF Codes 4.0, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.0 and 5.1
for 1996 and 1997 vehicles. IMMO Universal Decoder
3.5 can decode the Immobilizer and IMMO OFF Codes

for VIN: '18W7T9Y9K8F7000431' from 1998 VIN:
'18W7T9Y7F4000431' from 1999. Immobilizer and

Immobilizer OFF Codes will be deleted after a
successful decode operation. This product is
compatible with versions of Immobilizer and

Immobilizer OFF Codes 5.0, 5.1, 5.5 and 5.8 for 1998.
IMMO Universal Decoder 3.1 can decode the
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Immobilizer and IMMO OFF Codes for VIN:
'18W7T9Y9K8G9000431' from 2001 VIN:

'18W7T9Y8F4000431' from 2002. Immobilizer and
Immobilizer OFF Codes will be deleted after a
successful decode operation. This product is
compatible with versions of Immobilizer and

Immobilizer OFF Codes 5.8, 6.0, 6.1, 6.2 and 7.0 for
2001, 2002. Immo Universal Decoding v3.2 IMMO OFF
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